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COMPLETE SET

ACCESSORY PACKAGE SIVER STANDARD

  Deck in 10 t pulling Hydraulic Anchoring Accessory 
  gathering tower pump clamps package

SIVER E-110 1 1 1 4 Maxi
SIVER E-210 1 2 2 4 Maxi

 Metal  box Chain 3/8”, 2,7 m Handy link Downpull attachment Chain anchor 

 Self-tightening Box clamp, 3t Small clamp, 3t Wide clamp, 5t Deep  hook  set
 clamp, 5t

OPTIONAL CLAMPING ADAPTORS
 BMW BMW E39 MB AUDI A8 HONDA CRV FULL-FRAME VEHICLE



Siver factory is supplied with 
modern equipment which 
provides high-quality level of 
production. 
Every element of pulling system 
is produced from quality 
metal with modern welding 
technologies. 
All these factors ensure safe 
work of pulling systems in 
hardest conditions.

For the control of body geometry electronic 
measuring system SIVER DATA is 
recommended to use. This new innovative 
system incorporates all the best functions of 
existing systems on the automotive market.  
Find out more on our web site 
      www.siver.ru

Anchoring system ensures quick
and firm holding of the car. Anchors are 
adjusted on 7 height positions and can 
be easily positioned  on the platform’s 
surface. If to slacken anchor’s 
fastening, it can slide along the 
platform. Besides, clamps can rotate.

Pulling system SIVER E  
is intended for collision repair 
of damaged vehicles. It has a 
classical American design with 
the big platform and pulling 
    towers.

Additional wide range of 
accessories allows to repair even  
    difficult damages with ease.

Additional equipment can fasten 
on a platform : pull attachments, 
chain anchors, hydraulic     
    cylinders.

67 cm deck height is ideal for 
work to the vehicle and provides 
easy access underneath
    the car.

Wide deck 5,2 х 2,1m handles complete range 
of vehicles: small cars, SUV’s and commercial 
trucks in weight up to 3,5 t. 
For securing bodies without pinchweld of a 
rocker (sill) panel (MB, BMW, etc.) and frame 
vehicles, specially designed clamping adapters 
(available as an option) are used.

Using of two and more pulling 
towers allows pulling in several 
directions. In addition, the jib for 
upwards pulling can be fasten 
on pulling device.

Tower system allows adjusting 
pulling direction and height. The 
strength of effort of an extract 
does not depend on a point of 
its appendix. The direction and 
pulling value are kept constant 
    during repairing process.

The pulling system is equipped 
with 10-ton pulling devices. 
Towers can be powered by air-
hydraulic or hand (optional) 
    pumps.

Configuration with the 
hydraulic lift simplifies the 
job offering to the mechanic 
2 modes: tilting the platform 
for the loading of a car and 
adjusting the work height. 
Max lifting height is 1,8m.

Platform’s design provides loading 
and unloading of any car, even with 
blocked wheels (needed optional 
winch) just in a few minutes. The 
hydraulic lifting device tilts platform, 
then the vehicle is rolled up and fixed 
on a deck.

Original fixing mechanism locks 
towers firmly in any of 72 holes. 
Turning of the handle counter-
clockwise fixes the pulling tower 
and can transfer force to a 
    body.

Towers are mounted to the deck 
and can travel around it. They 
are equipped with rollers for  
   slight and easy moving.

Lifelong 
warranty 
on a platform


